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Prepare for battle

Aim of the game

1 Choose your 
character. 2 take their  

battle card.

These are my battle 

power scores

3 get into 
starting 
positions.

Be the first player to battle your rivals and 
overcome the mysterious enigma...
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battle!

alternative gameplay 

1 The youngest player goes first and rolls the 
battle dice. the coloured symbols on each face 
determine which battle power is to be contested.

2 Compare the battle score on your battle card with the character on the game board.

4 continue taking turns to battle your rivals. 

your final battle is against enigma in the 

centre of the game board.

win this battle and win the game!

3 A higher score than the character on the game board 
means you win and move your character onto the next 
battle space. play then passes to the next player.
a lower score means you lose and stay where you are. 
play then passes to the next player.

with more than two players, play two rounds and have the winners play 
each other to decide the ultimate champion, Or, perhaps even play in teams?
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